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COPPER 1 COPPER 2 COPPER 3  BRONZE 1 BRONZE 2 BRONZE 3 

and can above  actual  address  actually  

are can’t after  arrive  caught  answer  

but don’t because  breath  centre  appear  

is have before  build  century  certain  

me like children  busy  consider  describe  

my said could  circle  earth  extreme  

of their didn’t  continue  eight  famous  

that there doesn’t  decide  enough  February  

the they’re goes  difficult  forward  height  

them very going  early  fruit  history  

then what more  group  guard  imagine  

they when people  heard  guide  important  

this where really  heart  material  increase  

to who school  island  notice  interest  

we why should  learn  perhaps  length  

you won’t would  minute  recent  library  

    often  though  mention  

      quarter  
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SILVER 1 SILVER 2 SILVER 3  GOLD 1 GOLD 2 GOLD 3 

accident  complete  bicycle   accompany  available  amateur  

believe  favourite  business   according  average  environment  

calendar  opposite  disappear   achieve  awkward  equipment  

different  ordinary  experience   aggressive  bargain  especially  

exercise  particular  experiment   ancient  bruise  exaggerate  

grammar  perhaps  important   apparent  category  excellent  

interest  pressure  knowledge   attached  cemetery  existence  

popular  promise  medicine   communicate  controversy  explanation  

position  regular  natural   community  convenience  familiar  

possess  remember  naughty   competition  correspond  frequently  

possession  sentence  occasion   conscience  criticise  government  

possible  separate  occasionally   conscious  desperate  guarantee  

potatoes  special  peculiar   critic  determined  hindrance  

purpose  straight  probably   curiosity  disastrous  immediate  

reign  therefore  question   definite  embarrass  separate 

strange  thought  strength   dictionary  foreign   

various  weight  suppose   equipped  harass   

woman  women  surprise   forty    

    occupy    

    occur    
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PLATINUM 1 PLATINUM 2 PLATINUM 3  RHODIUM 1 RHODIUM 2 RHODIUM 3 

accommodate  language  sacrifice   abyss 

beguiling 

exuberant 

formidable 

absentmindedly 

belligerently 

charismatic 

dubiously 

exquisite 

bewildered 

cataclysmic 

debonair 

irksome 

voracious 

confound 

ironic 

myriad 

raucous 

congeal 

exhilarating 

garish 

intrepid 

monotonous 

peripheral 

concise 

strident 

condescend 

eccentric 

gaunt 

morose 

sparse 

pedant 

deception 

innate 

artisan 

innocuous 

prudent 

meticulous 

fortuitous 

sporadic 

ambivalence 

cantankerous 

derogatory 

lucid 

ornate 

precipice 

exhaustive 

capacious 

ludicrous 

truncate 

inconspicuous 

pristine 

unprecedented 

anomaly 

digress 

unscathed 

indifferent 

paragon 

malleable 

antagonistic 

appreciate  leisure  shoulder   

committee  lightning  sincerely   

develop  marvellous  stomach   

identity  mischievous  suggest   

individual  muscle  system   

interfere  necessary  thorough   

interrupt  neighbour  variety   

nuisance  programme vehicle   

opportunity  pronunciation  secretary   

parliament  queue  signature   

persuade  recognise  soldier   

physical  recommend  sufficient   

prejudice  relevant  symbol   

privilege  restaurant  temperature   

profession rhyme  twelfth   

 rhythm  vegetable   

  yacht   
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RHODIUM 4 RHODIUM 5 RHODIUM 6  RHODIUM 7 RHODIUM 8 RHODIUM 9 

diligent 

fractious 

spurious 

assuage 

docile 

fraudulent 

pensive 

insipid 

astute 

frivolous 

begrudge 

subterfuge 

whimsical 

nebulous 

pertinent 

goad 

connoisseur 

irrevocable 

pervasive 

succinct 

consensus 

petrify 

negligence 

conspicuous 

petulant 

eloquent 

gratuitous 

recluse 

instigator 

colloquial 

appease 

discord 

finesse 

vacuous 

flamboyant 

discrepancy 

flagrant 

solace 

vapid 

arbitrary 

apathy 

skirmish 

frugal 

instigate 

perceptive 

antiquated 

lethargic 

articulate 

mire 

circuitous 

staunch 

collusion 

furtive 

stereotype 

vindicate 

commandeer 

futile 

interminable 

augment 

complacent 

 infallible 

meander 

flaunt 

infamous 

archaic 

arcane 

clandestine 

disdain 

flippant 

vehement 

beneficiary 

bastion 

conflagration 

controversy 

diagnosis 

ascertain 

discordant 

irrational 

ubiquitous 

prolific 

condone 

eclectic 

irascible 

perpetuated 

mundane 

rancour 

strut 

edifice 

stupefying 

voluminous 

auspicious 

compliant 

superficial 

austere 

dubious 

fortitude 

aversion 

momentous 

intermittent 

quandary 

dilemma 

fastidious 

indolence 

prodigious 

fatuous 

parched 

serene 

discernible 

feasible 

indulgent 

dexterous 

incoherent 

pallid 

scrupulous 

animosity 

incongruous 

palpable 

pretentious 

scrutinise 

inconsequential 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


